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1. History
This conference was the 10th ILAS Conference held since the ILAS inaugu-
ral conference of 1989. It is the 5th international matrix theory conference at Au-
burn University since 1970. The first two Auburn matrix conferences in 1970 and
1980 were organized by Emily Haynsworth (see [3]), while the last three (in 1986,
1990, and 2002) were organized mostly by the author. The Proceedings of the 1986
Auburn matrix conference are available as [1], and those of the 1990 Auburn con-
ference are in [2]. An earlier more technical report on this conference has appeared
in [5].
The previous Auburn matrix conference of 1990 carried the title “Directions in
Matrix Theory” and its invited speakers were asked to point out directions for our
field. Very specifically two papers [4,6] ventured to make quantitative guesses on
the future growth of research in Linear Algebra from data of its recent past. In 1990
Bob Thompson [4, pp. 24 and 25] predicted that the number of research papers in
the 15Xxx classification of Mathematical Reviews (MR) would reach 666 in the
year 2000, assuming an exponential least squares fit with an 4% annual rate as war-
ranted from the 15Xxx citations data since the 1940s in MR. Assuming a linear
fit for the same data, Bob Thompson arrived at another guess of 460 papers in the
15Xxx section of MR in 2000. But he dismissed this estimate as “surely unreal-
istically low” [4, p. 25, middle]. Frank Uhlig in turn measured the yearly library
shelf space of Linear Algebra and its Applications, and Linear Algebra and Multi-
linear Algebra between the years 1972 and 1990, as well as counted the growth in
attendance at Auburn matrix meetings from 1970 to 2000 and he concluded a likely
exponential growth rate in Linear Algebra research of round 7% per year during that
period.
How right were these predictions? Only Bob Thompson’s “surely unrealistically
low” linear function least squares estimate of 460 papers in MR and 2000 was accu-
rate: In 2000 Math Reviews contained exactly 460 papers primarily classified in its
15Xxx section as predicted. I recompiled the shelf space data used in [6, p. 713,
Fig. 1] and found that Linear Algebra and its Applications, Linear and Multilinear
Algebra, and the SIAM Journal of Matrix Analysis and Applications jointly occupy
around 95 cm of shelf space for the three years 1987–1990 combined. For the years
1999–2001, these three journals, combined with the paper version of the Electronic
Journal of Linear Algebra, cover about 137 cm of shelf space. This equates for a
linear increase of around 3.8% per year over the last decade. This rate is somewhat
larger than the linearized yearly growth rates in attendance (2.2%) and of papers
presented (3.1%) at subsequent Auburn conferences from 1990 to 2002: 130 mathe-
maticians attended in 1990 and 164 in 2002; there were 90 presented papers in 1990
and 125 in 2002. The number of countries represented at Auburn conferences was
also displayed in the graphs of [6]. These numbers have stayed almost constant over
the last decade with 25 countries in 1990 and 24 in 2002.
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2. Design and support of the conference
The conference’s aim was to bring challenges in matrix theory to the researchers
in attendance at the conference. For this purpose the “Challenges in Matrix Theory”
project was started in 1995. It has generated nine challenges collected in three sets
of papers in Linear Algebra and its Applications 278 (1998) 285–336, 304 (2000)
179–200, and 345 (2002) 261–267, thus far.
At this conference, the invited speakers were asked specifically to share some of
their research challenges which they did freely, see these proceedings.
This conference was supported financially by
• The Department of Mathematics at Auburn University;
• The College of Science and Mathematics at Auburn University;
• The SIAM Activity Group on Linear Algebra;
• The Oak Ridge Associated Universities;
• The National Security Agency; and
• The Participants.
We thank every one of our supporters.
3. Organizers and organization
The Organizing Committee (OC) for the conference consisted of
Greg Ammar, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL;
Ravi B. Bapat, Indian Statistical Institute, New Delhi, India;
Richard A. Brualdi, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI;
Rien Kaashoek, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, Netherlands;
Judi McDonald, Washington State University, Pullman, WA;
Roy Mathias, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA;
Tin-Yau Tam, Auburn University, Auburn, AL;
Frank Uhlig, Auburn University, Auburn, AL; chair and local arrangements; and
William Watkins, Cal State University, Northridge, CA.
Our first organizational task was to devise a list of speakers for a far ranging
conference, trying to represent much of the realm of current matrix research, from
linear algebra theory, history, applications, to numerics and linear algebra education.
We invited 25 speakers with diverse research interests to talk about their current
work in and about linear algebra. These 25 came from 11 counties on three conti-
nents. Moreover we invited six mini-symposia on specific topics to be held at the
conference.
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Another task of the OC was to use our funds wisely and optimally. For this pur-
pose we developed a policy of subsidizing the travel costs of our invited speakers and
mini-symposium organizers according to their individual needs. Some of the speak-
ers and mini organizers were well supported by their own institutions or home coun-
tries and could forego some of our offered funds, while others needed and received
more than the average amount of support from the conference. Some of the funds
furthermore were used to partially support participant costs of six qualified resear-
chers from areas of the world with low means of support and low wages, as well as
to wave the registration fees of all 16 graduate students who attended.
Our conference fee of $130 included every function of the conference, such as
the excursion on Tuesday with theater tickets, the conference dinner on Wednesday,
etc. On the more technical, the day-to-day conference scheduling side, we managed
to arrange the ten 1-hour plenary lectures, the 15 invited half hour lectures, the
34 half hour presentations in the six mini-symposia, and the 66 contributed talks
in 13 subject specific sections, plus the ILAS business meeting, noontime discus-
sions on linear algebra education etc in maximally only three parallel presentations
throughout the conference.
I thank the organizing committee for their help and effort, their good ideas and
quick e-mail responses. I thank the participants, the sponsors, and the elves behind
the scenes at the Math Department and the Conference Center of Auburn University
for helping make this conference run so smoothly and successfully.
4. Invited talks
We list the invited talks alphabetically by first author with their title only. The
invited speakers are indicated by an asterisk ∗ in case of multiple authors.
The talks by Misha Kilmer and Michele Benzi were sponsored and supported
by SIAM and its Linear Algebra Activity Group; Tsuyoshi Ando’s talk was given
in conjunction with winning the Hans Schneider Prize of 2002. The second 2002
Hans Schneider Prize winner, Peter Lancaster, will be featured at the 11th ILAS
Conference in Coimbra in 2004.
Cones and norms in the tensor-product space
Tsuyoshi Ando, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan, e-mail: ando@es.hokudai.ac.jp
[See the corresponding paper in this issue.]
Logarithmic residues, sums of idempotents and integer programming
Harm Bart, Econometric Institute, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, P.O. Box
1738, 3000 DR, The Netherlands, e-mail: bart@few.eur.nl
A preconditioned iteration for a class of 2-by-2 block structured linear systems
Michele Benzi, Math and CS Department, Emory University, Atlanta, GA 30322, USA,
e-mail: benzi@mathcs.emory.edu
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Variational analysis of non-Lipschitz spectral functions
James V. Burke, Department of Mathematics, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195,
USA, e-mail: burke@math.washington.edu
Michael L. Overton∗, Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New York University,
New York, NY 10012, USA, e-mail: overton@cs.nyu.edu
Iterative methods for large-scale ill-posed problems
Daniela Calvetti∗, Department of Mathematics, Case Western Reserve University, Cleve-
land, OH 44106-7058, USA, e-mail: dxc57@po.cwru.edu
Bryan Lewis, Rocketcalc LLC, 3876 Humphrey Road, Richfield, OH 44242, USA, e-mail:
blewis@rocketcalc.com
Lothar Reichel, Department of Mathematical Sciences, Kent State University, Kent,
OH 44242, USA, e-mail: reichel@math.kent.edu
Abdallah Shuibi, Department of Mathematical Sciences, Kent State University, Kent,
OH 44242, USA, e-mail: ashuibi@math.kent.edu
Combinatorial classes of matrices
Richard A. Brualdi, Department of Mathematics, University of Wisconsin, Madison,
WI 53706, USA, e-mail: brualdi@math.wisc.edu
Should we teach linear algebra through geometry?
Ghislaine Chartier, Institut Mathématique de Rennes, Campus de Beaulieu, 35042 Rennes,
Cedex, France, e-mail: Ghislaine.Chartier@univ-rennes1.fr
[See the corresponding paper in this issue.]
The norm estimate for the sum of two matrices
Man-Duen Choi, Department of Mathematics, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada
M5S 3G3, e-mail: choi@math.toronto.edu
[See the corresponding paper in this issue.]
Matrix completion with prescribed eigenvalues
Moody T. Chu∗, Department of Mathematics, North Carolina State University, Raleigh,
NC 27695-8205, USA, e-mail: chu@math.ncsu.edu
Fasma Diele, Istituto per Ricerche di Matematica Applicata–IRMA-CNR, via Amendola
122/I, 70126 Bari, Italy, e-mail: irmafd03@area.ba.cnr.it
Ivonne Sgura, Dipartimento di Matematica “E. De Giorgi”, Università di Lecce, Via
Arnesano, 73100 Lecce, Italy, e-mail: ivonne.sgura@unile.it
[See the corresponding paper in this issue.]
Principal majorization ideals and optimization
Geir Dahl, Department of Mathematics and Department of Informatics, University of Oslo,
P.O. Box 1080 Blindern, 0316 Oslo, Norway, e-mail: geird@ifi.uio.no
Promising topics in multilinear algebra
J.A. Dias da Silva, Department of Mathematics, University of Lisbon, Lisbon, Av. Gama
Pinto 2, 1649-003 Lisboa, Portugal, e-mail: perdigao@hermite.cii.fc.ul.pt
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Recent trends in total positivity
Shaun M. Fallat, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, University of Regina, Regina,
Canada S4S 0A2, e-mail: sfallat@math.uregina.ca
Stable norms: from theory to applications and back
Moshe Goldberg, Department of Mathematics, Technion—Israel Institute of Technology,
Haifa 32000, Israel, e-mail: goldberg@math.technion.ac.il
Residual information and the regularization of discrete ill-posed problems
Per Christian Hansen, Informatics and Mathematical Modelling, Technical University of
Denmark, Building 305, 2800 Lyngby, Denmark, e-mail: pch@imm.dtu.dk
Misha E. Kilmer∗, Department of Mathematics, Tufts University, 113 Bromfield-Pearson
Building, Medford, MA 02155, USA, e-mail: mkilme01@tufts.edu
Rikke Høj Kjeldsen, Informatics and Mathematical Modelling, Technical University of
Denmark, Building 305, 2800 Lyngby, Denmark, e-mail: proj59@imm.dtu.dk
Nonzero spectra of nonnegative integer matrices
Ki Hang Kim, Department of Mathematics, Alabama State University, Montgomery,
AL 36105-0271, USA, e-mail: kkim@asunet.alasu.edu
Nicholas Ormes, Department of Mathematics, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06269,
USA, e-mail: ormes@math.uconn.edu
Fred W. Roush∗, Department of Mathematics, Alabama State University, Montgomery,
AL 36101-0271, USA, e-mail: froush@asunet.alasu.edu
Bezoutians, matrix quadratic equations, and factorizations
Leonid Lerer, Department of Mathematics, Technion—Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa,
32000, Israel, e-mail: llerer@techunix.technion.ac.il
A-optimal, D-optimal and E-optimal one-pan weighing designs
Michael G. Neubauer, Department of Mathematics, California State University North-
ridge, Northridge, CA 91330-8313, USA, e-mail: michael.neubauer@csun.edu
Meromorphic matrices
Olavi Nevanlinna, Institute of Mathematics, Helsinki University of Technology, FIN-02150
Espoo, Finland, e-mail: olavi.nevanlinna@hut.fi
Unitarily invariant metrics: from theory to applications and back
Li Qiu, Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology, Hong Kong, China, e-mail: eeqiu@ust.hk
The debt linear algebra owes Helmut Wielandt
Hans Schneider, Department of Mathematics, University of Wisconsin, 480 Lincoln Dr,
Madison, WI 53706, USA, e-mail: hans@math.wisc.edu
Set-systems with signed solutions
Bryan L. Shader, Department of Mathematics, University of Wyoming, Laramie,
WY 82071, USA, e-mail: bshader@uwyo.edu
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The high and low roads to an exponential formula
Wasin So, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, San Jose State University,
San Jose, CA 95192, USA, e-mail: so@mathcs.sjsu.edu
[See the corresponding paper in this issue.]
Generating and detecting matrices with positive principal minors
Michael Tsatsomeros, Mathematics Department, Washington State University, Pullman,
WA 99164, USA, e-mail: tsat@math.wsu.edu
Approximation problems for function-related matrices
Eugene Tyrtyshnikov, Institute of Numerical Mathematics of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, Gubkina Street 8, Moscow 119991, Russia, e-mail: tee@inm.ras.ru
[See the corresponding paper in this issue.]
Distance of potentially stable sign patterns to instability
Pauline van den Driessche, Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Vic-
toria, Victoria, BC, Canada V8W 3P4, e-mail: pvdd@math.uvic.ca
5. Invited mini-symposia
There were six invited mini-symposia at the conference on the following topics:
Complexity in Numerical Linear Algebra, organized by Vadim Olshevsky;
on Linear Algebra education, organized by Maria Trigueros and Kirk Weller;
on Nonlinear Matrix Equations, organized by André Ran;
on Matrices in Control Problems, organized by Thanos Antoulas;
on Matrix Extensions and Interpolation Problems, organized by Leiba Rodman
and Hugo Woerdeman; and
on Matrices in Max Algebras, organized by Stéphane Gaubert and Gert-Jan
Olsder.
34 half hour talks were given in these mini-symposia. We list the titles of the talks
(in the order given) from two of the mini-symposia first. More detailed reports of the
remaining four mini-symposia follow this conference report.
Mini-Symposium on Complexity in Numerical Linear Algebra
Organizer: Vadim Olshevsky, Department of Mathematics, University of Connecticut,
Storrs, CT 06269, USA, e-mail: olshevsky@math.uconn.edu
Titles (in the same order as given, presenter marked by ∗):
A new polynomial zero-finder
Gregory S. Ammar, Department of Mathematical Sciences, Norther Illinois University,
De Kalb, IL 44242, USA, e-mail: ammar@math.niu.edu
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Daniela Calvetti∗, Department of Mathematics, Case Western Reserve University, Cleve-
land, OH 44106, USA, e-mail: dxc57@po.cwru.edu
William B. Gragg, Department of Mathematics, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
CA 44242, USA, e-mail: gragg@nps.navy.mil
Sun-Mi Kim, Department of Mathematical Sciences, Kent State University, Kent, OH 44242,
USA, e-mail: skim@math.kent.edu
Lothar Reichel, Department of Mathematical Sciences, Kent State University, Kent,
OH 44242, USA, e-mail: reichel@math.kent.edu
A superfast stability test for matrix polynomials
Vadim Olshevsky, Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Georgia State University,
Atlanta, GA 30303, USA, e-mail: volshevsky@gsu.edu
Do diagonal-plus-semiseparable matrices contend with tridiagonals?
Dario Fasino, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, University of Udine,
Via delle Scienze 208, 33100 Udine, Italy, e-mail: fasino@dimi.uniud.it
Stable superfast algorithms for Toeplitz systems
Michael Stewart, Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Georgia State University,
Atlanta, Georgia 30303, USA, e-mail: matmas@suez.cs.gsu.edu
Kronecker products in image restoration
James G. Nagy, Mathematics and Computer Science Department, Emory University,
Atlanta, GA 30322, USA, e-mail: nagy@mathcs.emory.edu
Mini-Symposium on Matrices in Control
Organizer: Thanos Antoulas, Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering, Rice
University, P.O. Box 1892—MS 380, Houston, TX 77251-1892, USA, e-mail: aca@rice.edu
Titles (in the same order as given, presenter marked by ∗):
Positively similar linear systems
Rafael Bru∗, Carmen Coll, Sergio Romero, and Elena Sánchez, Departament de
Matemàtica Aplicada, Universitat Politècnica de València, 46022 València, Camí de Vera s/n,
Spain, e-mail: {rbru, mccoll, sromero, esanchezj}@mat.upv.es
Controllability of standardizable generalized linear systems
Miguel Carriegos, Departamento de Matemáticas, Universidad de León, León, Spain,
e-mail: demmcv@unileon.es
Ma Isabel García-Planas∗, Departamento Matemàtica Aplicada I, Universitat Politècnica
de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain, e-mail: maria.isabel.garcia@upc.es
Pole placement preconditioning
Daniela Calvetti, Department of Mathematics, Case Western Reserve University, 10900
Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44106-7058, USA, e-mail: dxc57@lanczos.cwru.edu
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Multivariable Nevanlinna–Pick interpolation and H∞-control for multidimensional
systems
Joseph A. Ball, Department of Mathematics, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061, USA
e-mail: ball@math.vt.edu
On the decay rates of Hankel singular values
Thanos Antoulas, Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering, Rice University,
P.O. Box 1892–MS 380, Houston, TX 77251-1892, USA, e-mail: aca@rice.edu
References for the conference report
[1] F. Uhlig, R. Grone (Eds.), Current Trends in Matrix Theory, North-Holland,
New York, 1987, 432 p.
[2] Linear Algebra and its Applications, vols. 162–164, North-Holland, New York,
1992, 800 p.
[3] D. Carlson, T.L. Markham, F. Uhlig; Emily Haynsworth, 1916–1985, Linear
Algebra Appl. 75 (1986) 269–276.
[4] R.C. Thompson, High, low, and quantitative roads in linear algebra, in [2],
pp. 23–64.
[5] F. Uhlig, Tenth ILAS Conference, “Challenges in Matrix Theory”: Auburn, AL,
10–13 June 2002, IMAGE, the Bulletin of the International Linear Algebra
Society 29 (2002) 5,18,19.
[6] F. Uhlig, T.-Y. Tam, D. Carlson, Directions in Matrix Theory, Auburn, 1990,
Conference Report, in [2], pp. 711–797.
6. Mini-symposia reports
We conclude with more detailed reports prepared by the organizers and partici-
pants of four of the invited mini-symposia.
Report on the Mini-Symposium on Linear Algebra Education
María Trigueros
Departamento de Matemáticas





University of North Texas
Denton, TX 76203, USA
wellerk@unt.edu
The educational component of the 10th ILAS Conference at Auburn included
the plenary lecture titled “Teaching Linear Algebra through Geometry" by Ghislaine
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Chartier (reprinted elsewhere in this issue) and a mini-symposium on Linear Algebra
Education. This session was organized by the two authors of this report. It was widely
attended, there was a high level of participation, and many interesting topics were
discussed.
The papers presented in the mini-symposium were centered on different aspects
of research and practice in the teaching and learning of linear algebra. This included
presentations on the use of innovative methodologies and texts, writing assignments,
experimental demonstrations, computer programming, and strategies that emphasize
the promotion of intellectual need. It was evident from the discussion that communi-
cation between the Mathematics and the Mathematics Education communities is vital
to enriching the teaching of this discipline. This session also illustrated that research
results do not always have an instantaneous impact on the teaching and learning of
linear algebra. Rather, they show ways to understand student learning that can later
be used as a means of improving instruction.
The following are the titles or the synopses (when available) of the presentations
that took place during the mini-symposium. They are arranged in alphabetical order
by author.
A Report from the ICMI Conference on Teaching and Learning Algebra
David Carlson
Mathematics and Statistics Department
San Diego State University
San Diego, CA 92182-7720, USA
carlson@math.sdsu.edu
In December 2001 the ICMI (International Commission on Mathematics Instruc-
tion) Conference on the Teaching and Learning of Algebra was held in Melbourne,
Australia. It was attended by 120 mathematics educators and mathematicians from
countries around the world. This presentation reports on the discussions of the
Tertiary (University-level) Algebra Working Group, which dealt with issues related
to abstract algebra, linear algebra, number theory, and discrete mathematics courses.
Specific references are available from the author.
There has been education-related work at the tertiary level in algebra for the last
two decades (principally in the last decade), including workshops on instructional
use of computing, the development of materials involving computing, the develop-
ment of texts based on educational theory, and books on the teaching of specific
algebra courses. The goals of the Working Group were to present the current state
of knowledge in the area and to identify directions for future research. Work to date
has focused on identifying conceptual difficulties of students and on the treatment of
these difficulties (sometimes using a specific pedagogical framework).
Work has been done on student difficulties in symbolic logic, on understanding
the role of definitions and on working with definitions, on proof-making, and on
difficulties related to abstraction. Educational research techniques have been used to
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clarify the nature and extent of these student difficulties, and to attempt to describe
how the difficulties arise.
There are now a number of instructional approaches to tertiary algebra courses
based on educational theories. The approach of RUMEC (Research in Undergra-
duate Mathematics Education Community), based on constructivist theory, has been
used to develop and test texts in abstract algebra, discrete mathematics, and most
recently linear algebra. Other approaches have been developed for linear algebra by
Dorier and colleagues, by Harel, and by Hillel and Sierpinska. In contrast, Kleiner
has employed an historical approach in an abstract algebra course, using a few clas-
sical problems in algebra. Other pedagogical issues, including intuition vs. formality
and visual vs. analytical thinking, and specific pedagogical techniques, including
exploration and discovery, group work, writing, and distance learning, can be seen
to have relevance in tertiary algebra.
There are also interesting questions involving student motivation to deal with
abstraction, which are more crucial in algebra courses than in calculus and elemen-
tary differential equations.
Finally, in the dissemination of educational work, some kinds of activity we see
in linear algebra (including Education Sessions in ILAS meetings) might be usefully
initiated for other tertiary algebra courses.
Geometric Intuition in Linear Algebra
Ghislaine Gueudet—Chartier
Institut Mathématique de Rennes
Campus de Beaulieu
35042 Rennes, Cedex, France
Ghislaine.Chartier@univ-rennes1.fr
“Geometric intuition" is often mentioned by university teachers as a helpful tool
for the students in linear algebra. It raises several questions:
• First of all, what can be called “geometric intuition” in the context of linear
algebra?
• Can geometric intuition be helpful for the students, and for which purposes can it
be used? Is it only helpful, or couldn’t it sometimes constitute an obstacle?
• Do some students develop more, or need more “geometric intuition” than others?
• Do some teachers try to develop their students’ “geometric intuition”? What use
of “geometric intuition” do they encourage, and what use do they reject?
The study I present here provides answers to some of these questions.
1. Geometric intuition in linear algebra: a definition
Fischbein studied precisely the nature, the role, and the function of intuition in
mathematics. He stresses the importance of models as factors of intuition. According
to Fischbein:
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A system B represents a model of system A if, on the basis of a certain iso-
morphism, a description or a solution produced in terms of A may be ref-
lected consistently in terms of B and vice versa (Fischbein, 1987, p. 121).
Fischbein distinguishes several kinds of models. He opposes abstract and intuitive
models; intramathematical and extramathematical models. I use here the expression
“figural model”, for a model consisting of drawings, considered as a material repre-
sentation; and “geometric model”, for an intramathematical model, stemming from
a geometry.1 A geometric model is intuitive, because it is always associated with
a figural model; it can thus smuggle uncontrolled elements in a reasoning process.
I define “geometric intuition” in linear algebra as the use of a geometric model.
I study here the use of geometric intuition to solve linear algebra problems. How
do students use it? Do teachers encourage it? I examine the case of a particular
exercise.
2. Solving a particular problem
I proposed the following exercise to post-graduate students, and to university
teachers:
Let E be a vector space, and u, v, and w three elements of E, linearly inde-
pendent by pairs. Is the set {u, v,w} linearly independent?
That exercise can be proposed to first year students; it is for them a difficult exer-
cise, most of them try to write something like λu+ µv + νw = 0, and to discuss the
possible values of the coefficients. In fact the first thing they must do to answer the
question is to decide whether their answer is going to be positive or negative; and
this idea of answer is shaped by an example of three vectors verifying the hypothesis
of the question, associated or not with a drawing. They can find that way a proper
counter-example, but they can also think only of vectors that are actually linearly
independent, and thus form a wrong idea of the answer.
2.1. The students’ answers
I proposed this exercise to 47 post-graduate students. 80% of them succeeded
in giving a negative answer; but only 15% gave a complete justification of it. The
figural model played a very important part in the answers. 32% of the students used
a drawing, and 25% a mental picture. So 27 (57%) used a figural model. Among
them, three students gave a wrong answer (1 did a drawing, and 2 used a mental
picture). These students thought in fact of the picture of basis, they did not have
another representation of vector linearly independent by pairs. In that case the model
is an obstacle, because it is incomplete. That kind of representation is associated
1 A geometry is defined here as a mathematical theory whose main purpose is to provide an abstract
model for physical space; it is notably restricted to dimension 3.
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with the confusion, often encountered, between “direction” and “dimension”. But
the amount of failure, among the students who used a figural model, is only 11%;
it is 30% among the students who did not use any figural model. It does not prove
that the figural model helps, it can be on the opposite because only “good” students
are able to use drawings and mental pictures! In both cases, two major kinds of
representations emerge: a parallelogram, figuring a sum of vectors; or a triangle,
figuring a difference of vectors. The more general representation of three coplanar
vectors did not emerge. Unlike the two preceding pictures, that one is not familiar
at secondary school in France, it can explain its absence. An important amount of
students succeed without any help of a figural model (14 students, 30%). Moreover,
the students who used a figural model provide more incomplete justifications than
the others. The reason for it is perhaps only that this exercise is simple for post-
graduate students, so they do not feel the need for a complete justification; but it can
also indicate an inability to convert a mental picture into a written reasoning.
2.2. The teachers’ opinions
I used the same exercise in a teachers’ questionnaire. I first asked the teachers
about the advices they would give to a student declaring he thinks the answer is
positive, but that he does not find a way to prove it. Then I asked them to express
their opinion about the following student’s answer: “No. The vectors below constitute
a counter-example”, with a drawing figuring only three vectors (linearly independent
by pairs).
For the first part of the question, the central point is to observe if the teacher
proposes to the student to consider examples, and what kind of examples, and if
they suggest to make a drawing. For the second part, I deliberately proposed an
ambiguous drawing: there is no evidence that the three vectors lie in the same plane.
A teacher can consider it is a correct answer; he can, on the contrary, completely
reject such an answer, considering it is not a proof; he can also adopt an intermediate
position, saying that the drawing should be more explicit, or proposed with more
explanations. Thirty teachers answered that part of the questionnaire. Gathering the
answers of both parts of the question, three groups can be distinguished:
• Some teachers (10 of them) consider the answer is correct; they only ask for a
more explicit drawing.
• Some teachers (nine teachers) advise the student to make a drawing; but they are
not satisfied by the use of the drawing in the answer proposed, and ask for a proof,
or at least a written explanation with the drawing.
• The 11 other teachers ask for a proof, and did not mention drawings in their
advices.
Most of the teachers encourage the use of drawings, or mental pictures, in the
research process; but there is no consensus about the use of drawings in the written
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answer of the student. A mere transcription of the intuitive process is rejected by
most teachers. A significant amount of the teachers also seems to ignore the possible
use of drawings or mental pictures in that exercise. A further study, that I do not
report here, indicates that some teachers praise a very structural approach of linear
algebra, with almost no drawing (being French teachers, they might have been influ-
enced by the reform of “modern mathematics”, that led during the seventies to a very
formal presentation of mathematics).
3. Conclusions
The use of geometric models by students in their solving processes of linear alge-
bra problems seems to be strongly linked with prototypical representations, for some
particular notions. So it depends on the teaching they received; many representa-
tions actually stem from secondary school geometry, and can lead to misconceptions.
Some students do not seem to need any help of a geometric model. For the others, an
adaptated model, proposed by the teachers, could be helpful. But the use of drawings
in linear algebra is not praised by all the teachers; and they have different expec-
tances about drawings in students’ solving processes. It is thus very difficult for the
students to form appropriate geometric models, and to know which uses of them will
be accepted or rejected by the teacher.
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How can we motivate students to learn mathematics? How can we help students to
retain what they learn? Why do students hold misconceptions we have never taught
them explicitly? How can we help students remove misconceptions they currently
hold, and is it possible to avert the occurrence of new ones? And, in particular, how
can we help students acquire good habits of mind in doing mathematics? These are
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important and difficult questions in mathematics education, which are on the mind of
many teachers and instructors, teacher leaders, curriculum developers, and research-
ers who study the process of mathematics learning and teaching. Unfortunately,
there are no definite answers to these questions, even if approached empirically,
because the answers usually depend upon one’s philosophical orientation. In this
talk, I did not describe the different philosophies that might entail different instruc-
tional approaches. Rather, I depict a system of instructional principles aimed at
helping teachers at all levels build a coherent vision of the processes of learning and
teaching. The system does not dictate routines for how to teach effectively—such
routines do not exist—rather, it provides effective ways of thinking about learning
and teaching.
The system, called DNR, is the product of years of research into specific questions
such as: What is students’ knowledge of fundamental ideas in elementary mathema-
tics (e.g., fractions and elementary algebra) as well as in advanced mathematics (e.g.,
linear algebra, axiomatic geometry, and real analysis)? What sorts of experiences
seem effective in shaping students’ knowledge of these ideas? Are there promising
instructional approaches that can help students gain and retain deep understanding
of these ideas, and in turn gain and retain effective ways of mathematical thinking
such as problem solving heuristics and appreciation for mathematical rigor?
The three leading principles in the system are labeled: Duality, Necessity, and
Repeated-Reasoning. These principles form a system in the sense that they comple-
ment one another in addressing students’ intellectual needs and in addressing curr-
icular needs.
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Many students complete their college mathematics exposure with the mistaken
view that all invertible linear systems of equations behave the same way: that there
is a unique solution, that Gaussian elimination finds it, that computers find it faster
and more accurately, and that there is no more to be said. We offer an easy, student-
centered classroom activity that demonstrates that the solution behavior of small,
invertible linear systems can be complicated, showing high sensitivity to small per-
turbations. The demonstration consists of three parts: a pair of physical experiments,
a pair of computational exercises, and a follow-up algebraic analysis.
Before performing the physical experiments, we prepare students with a brief
discussion of how uncertainty in the data used to generate a line can lead to a “shaky
line” or an envelope of possible lines. It is important to emphasize that the geomet-
rical uncertainty in knowing exactly where to draw the line corresponds to the alge-
braic uncertainty of the exact values of the constants in the equation of a line. This
should be emphasized with a sketch of a family of lines that have slightly different
slopes and intercepts.
The physical experiments use readily available materials: chalkboard and chalk
(or white board and markers), two chairs, and two rigid rods at least two meters
long (broom or mop handles, yard or meter sticks taped together, rigid plastic pipes).
Three to five students will be needed to operate the equipment.
Perform the experiment twice, first with the rods crossing at approximately a
right angle, and subsequently with the rods crossing but almost parallel. In each
experiment, repeatedly ask the students to gently shake the sticks, and after each
shaking, the point of intersection is marked on the board. Each end of a stick is
held by a different student, with two students standing on chairs as needed to ob-
tain the proper angle between the sticks. It is important that the sticks be held as
close to the chalkboard as possible. The fifth student is responsible for marking
the intersection point on the board when the sticks have stopped shaking. For each
experiment, at least a dozen steps of shaking and marking should be performed,
more as needed in order for patterns to appear in the case when the sticks are
nearly parallel. The generality of the experiment is enhanced if the sticks are nei-
ther horizontal nor vertical. It is easier to perform the experiment with each stu-
dent shaking independently, but in light of the computations to follow,you could
choose to ask students to keep their motions parallel to the original stick orientation.
This is not, however, necessary for the success of the experiment. Time permit-
ting, you may wish to repeat the experiment using a different orientation for the
lines or a different angle between the lines; the initial two experiments, however,
suffice.
If your experiments have been successful, students will be quite surprised by the
difference in behavior between the results for the experiment in which the lines are
roughly perpendicular and those for the experiment in which the lines are almost
parallel. The next step is to conduct computational experiments. In order to facili-
tate quick computations, the perturbations will be restricted to the right-hand side
constants in the linear equations. You should prompt the students for the geometric
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significance of only changing the right-hand side constants: parallel shifting of the
lines.












Solve it and sketch the lines. Observe that the lines are perpendicular. In a new plot,
plot the right-hand side vector B and its eight neighboring points B̂ given by (1 ±
0.01, 3), (0.99, 3 ± 0.01), (1, 3 ± 0.01) and (1.01, 3 ± 0.01). Observe that all of the
entries in these points agree within one percent with the entries of B. Now have
each student solve at least one of the modified problems AX = B̂, making sure that
each of the eight perturbations is assigned. It might be helpful to have handouts, each
with two of the perturbed systems on it, to expedite this process. Once the students
have solved their problems, plot all of their solutions along with the original solution
on a new plot. Observe that the solutions to the perturbed problems are all quite
close to the solution to the original problem At this point you could share a plot
of several thousand small, random perturbations and the plot of the corresponding
solutions with the students. (All of the plots mentioned in this paper are available at
the author’s website: www.plu.edu/∼stuartjl/shake_a_stick/ .)












Solve the system and sketch the lines. Observe that the lines are almost parallel.
Repeat the process of plotting the eight perturbations of B based on bj = ±0.01
for j = 1, 2. Have the students solve the perturbed systems, and then plot the per-
turbed solutions. Comment on the very different outcome, and note that some of the
right-hand side perturbations produce small perturbations in the solutions whereas
other perturbations appear to be magnified. At this point, you could share the plot of
several 3000 random perturbations and the plot of the corresponding solutions with
the students.
Finally, analyze the system behaviors by leading your students through the alge-
braic solution of both systems AX = B +B. For the first system, this leads to the
solution
x=2 + b1 +b1
2
,
y=1 + b2 −b1
2
.
Emphasize that small changes b1 and b2 on the right-hand side lead to small
changes in x and y. For the second system, solving algebraically leads to the solution
x=2 +b2 − 10000(b1 −b2),
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y=1 + 10000(b1 −b2).
Emphasize that when b1 = b2, small changes b1 lead to small changes in x and
no changes in y, but that whenb1 /= b2, small changesb1 andb2 can produce
very large changes in x and y. Also emphasize that only some small perturbations in
the right-hand side lead to large perturbations in the solution.
Using the algebraic results and the physical and computational evidence, empha-
size that as the linear system changes from being roughly orthogonal to being roughly
degenerate, the system becomes more sensitive to perturbations. You should prompt
students for an intuitive discussion of what might happen with three linear systems
in three unknowns, being sure to discuss the geometric meaning of perturbing the
equation of a plane. Students should now be prepared to accept that the quality of the
solution of a linear system based on uncertain data depends not just on the quality
of the data, but also on the geometry of the system. That is, even with accurate and
precise data, the angles between the lines or planes can affect the certainty that one
should assign to the solution.
This demonstration emphasizes the role of the angle between the lines. In fact,
even when lines are perpendicular, the corresponding linear system can be ill-condi-
tioned if it is badly scaled. Students could computationally investigate the effects of
scaling on a linear system. Students with access to computers could conduct numer-
ical experiments that involve perturbations of both A and B. Finally, this demon-
stration serves to motivate the introduction of the condition number as a numerical
measure of geometrical effects on certainty.
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In this talk, we presented an overview of the design and implementation of a
preliminary, sophomore-level linear algebra textbook written by members of RU-
MEC (Research in Collegiate Mathematics Education Community). The text was
developed using APOS Theory, a theoretical framework based upon Piaget’s the-
ory of reflective abstraction, and organized according to the ACE Teaching Cycle,
a cooperative pedagogical approach. APOS is an acronym for action, process,
object, and schema, the types of mental constructions that students make in learning
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advanced mathematical concepts. The theory was used to design lab activities that
involve the use of a mathematical programming language. The ACE Teaching Cycle
has three components, which, in order, are activities, class discussion, and exercises.
This pedagogical approach is reflected in the organization of the text, as each section
is divided into activity, discussion, and exercise subsections.
In developing the course, the authors first prepared a preliminary genetic decom-
position of each concept. A genetic decomposition is a description of the specific
mental constructions that a learner might make in learning a concept. The use of the
word preliminary refers to the fact that these initial descriptions were not based upon
the analysis of any student data. In developing each preliminary genetic decompo-
sition, the authors used the theory, together with their understandings of the topic,
their experiences in having taught the concept, and knowledge acquired from prior
research. The authors then used the preliminary genetic decompositions to design
the lab activities for each section. Many of the activities require students to use a
mathematical programming language such as ISETL to write short computer pro-
grams that are designed to foster development of the proposed mental constructions.
For each section, at least one class period is devoted to a lab session in which the
students work collaboratively on the activities. The discussion portion in each section
of the text relates directly to each of the activities. Students are encouraged to consult
the discussion subsection as needed during the lab and are required to read the text
prior to the discussion period. The class discussion is led by the instructor, who
prepares collaborative activities to give students an opportunity to reflect on the work
done in the computer lab. At the conclusion of the class discussion, the students are
assigned relatively traditional homework exercises to reinforce the ideas that they
have constructed, to stimulate thought about topics that will be covered later, and to
provide opportunities to use the mathematics they have learned.
Implementation of the instruction provides an opportunity for gathering data. In
analyzing students’ understandings of a particular concept, researchers use the ini-
tial genetic decomposition of the concept to determine whether the students have
made the proposed mental constructions and to determine whether the students have
mastered the concept being studied. The results of this analysis are used to revise the
genetic decomposition, the design of instruction, and, in some cases, the theory itself.
The objective is to deepen understanding of the epistemology of the concept being
studied and to create learning activities that are compatible with the way in which
students learn. The data analysis may lead to a refinement of the genetic decompo-
sition, which then may be used to revise the instructional treatment. This paves the
way for a second instantiation of the cycle of instruction, data gathering and analysis,
refinement of the genetic decomposition, and revision of instruction. Ideally, this
research cycle is repeated until researchers achieve a level of equilibrium in their
understandings of the epistemology of the concept.
In order to use a mathematical programming language such as ISETL, students
complete the activities by working with vector spaces over finite fields. Beyond
the practical consideration, the use of finite fields may facilitate students’ ability to
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reflect on and to acquire concepts that would typically be more difficult when work-
ing with vector spaces over an infinite field. The discussion portion of each section,
together with the class discussion, tie students’ work with vector spaces over finite
fields to vector spaces over the set of real numbers.
Unlike many texts, vector spaces are introduced before any discussion of systems
of equations and matrices. The authors did this intentionally to emphasize the role
of vector spaces as the central topic of study and to integrate more effectively vector
space concepts and notation in the study of systems of equations and matrices.
During the 2001–02 academic year, the text was used in linear algebra classes in
eight different college and universities. Many of the students who completed these
courses have since been interviewed. The data gathered from these interviews will
subsequently be transcribed and analyzed in terms of the theory. Results of these
studies will serve as a basis for revising the text, as well as a series of research
studies on students’ understandings of topics in linear algebra.
Over the last decade, RUMEC has published text materials in calculus, abstract
algebra, precalculus, and discrete mathematics. Each of these texts has been devel-
oped using APOS Theory and organized and delivered using the ACE Teaching
Cycle. Several research studies involving students who have used these materials
have been conducted to determine how students develop their understandings of
certain concepts, as well as to gauge the effectiveness of the approach. A recently
completed summary of published papers in these areas suggests that instruction
based upon APOS Theory and delivered using the ACE Teaching Cycle may be
effective. The current RUMEC linear algebra project was initiated in part because of
these encouraging findings.
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Quadratic matrix equations have traditionally played an important role in solving
problems in systems and control theory. Just to give the reader an idea of the type
of results, let us consider the following optimal control problem: we are given an
input-state equation
xk+1 = Axk + Buk
with x0 given as well, and a cost function
JT (u, x0) =
T−1∑
k=0
u∗kRuk + x∗kQxk + x∗TMxT .
Here the matrices Q, R, and M are usually positive semidefinite, with R invertible.
One is to find the minimum of the cost function subject to the linear constraints
above. A standard assumption is that the pair (A,B) is controllable. The solution of
this problem involves solving the matrix quadratic equation
Kt+1 = A∗KtA+Q− A∗KtB(R + B∗KtB)−1B∗KtA
backwards in time for K , with final condition KT = M . The minimal cost is then
given by x∗0K0x0 and the optimizing input can be expressed in terms of Kt . In the
limit, as T →∞, and taking M = 0, it is well-known that the dynamic equation
above becomes an algebraic Riccati equation (see [A20])
X = A∗XA+Q− A∗XB(R + B∗XB)−1B∗XA. (1)
Recently, there has been an upsurge of interest in extensions of this equation for
several reasons. In systems with jump discontinuities or in stochastic systems there
appear far-reaching generalizations of this equation (see [A1,A2,A9]). In particular
we refer to [A8] in the present volume, and the references given there (see also [A7]).
Also relatively simple versions of Eq. (1) have been studied extensively in the
past decade. In particular we refer to [A6], where the equation
X − A∗X−1A = Q (2)
was studied, and to [A4,A5] for theoretical results on the equation
X + A∗X−1A = Q. (3)
Computational aspects and the perturbation theory for (3) were studied in [A10,A11,
A14,A19,A21,A22].
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Although most of the equations mentioned above are quadratic in nature, and
there are good theoretical results describing all solutions to some of these equations
(see [A13]), only for (1)–(3) do we have a complete description of the set of all
hermitian solutions. Most practical applications only require the largest solution, and
much attention is focused on proving that a unique positive definite solution exists
for the extensions of the Eqs. (1) and (2) alluded to above.
The mini-symposium on nonlinear matrix equations reflected some of the con-
temporary work in this area. There were four presentations. In the first one, Freiling
(Duisburg) presented the main results from [A8] in this issue. There, a very gen-
eral equation is discussed which subsumes both Eqs. (1) and (3). Also, the dyna-
mics of the generalized differential Riccati equation are the main focus of [A8]. The
second presentation, by the author of this report, covered material from the papers
[A3,A15,A16]. Both lectures were theoretical in nature. They were concerned with
showing the existence and uniqueness of positive definite solutions for rather general
nonlinear matrix equations. In particular, in [A16] in this issue a generalization of
(3) is treated which first appeared in [A18] in connection with certain interpolation
problems. In [A16] it is shown that a certain iteration procedure converges to the
maximal solution of that equation under mild conditions.
The two other presentations were of a different nature. The third lecture, by
Ivanov (Sofia) was more numerical in nature. It concerned the recent works
[A11,A12], partly in this issue. Ref. [A11] finds optimal or near optimal starting
values for the simple iterations Xk+1 = A∗X−1k A±Q that solve (2) and (3),
respectively, in competitive time as the methods of [A14]. Ref. [A12] investigates
perturbation bounds for Eqs. (2) and (3). Comparisons are made with the work in
[A10,A17,A19,A21]. The methods presented in [A11,A12] give accurate and in
general better results that those in earlier work. The final presentation, by Reurings
(Amsterdam) was a mix of theoretical results and perturbation theory. Its first part
dealt with existence and uniqueness results for a general class of nonlinear matrix
equations, its second part discussed perturbation results that, among others, also
cover (3) (see [A17]).
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Introduction
This is a report on the mini-symposium on Matrix Extensions and Interpolation
that was held at ILAS 2002.
In recent years, the interest in problems related to matrix extensions and interpo-
lation has grown dramatically, largely motivated by their applications (e.g. in H∞-
control and signal/image processing), as well as by the mathematical richness of the
subject matter. The mini-symposium reflects part of the contemporary developments
and covers several areas of current research. In the following, we include the titles
or extended synopses (when available) of the talks that were presented.
Titles or synopses of the talks
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This is joint work with M.I. Garcia-Planas. Results of this talk appeared in [B7,B8].
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The talk is based on the paper [B3].
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Our main result characterizing certain finite dimensional subspaces of C(),
where  is a Hausdorff topological space, in terms of kernels of positive linear
functionals (see below for the exact definitions), requires solving the following linear
algebra problem concerning positive-definite matrices.
Let Mn denote the set of n by n matrices with complex entries. Given matrices
C1, . . . , Cm in Mn, when do they have the property that, for every positive-definite
matrix A ∈Mn, there exist j with 1  j  m such that tr(CjA) /= 0. This prob-
lem can be immediately reduced to the case where all the matrices Cj involved are
Hermitian.
Definition 1. Given m Hermitian matrices C1, . . . , Cm in Mn, we denote by
W(C1, . . . , Cm) the subset of Rm defined by
W(C1, . . . , Cm) =
{
(C1x · x, . . . , Cmx · x), x ∈ Cn
}
.
We have the following result.
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Theorem 1. Let C1, . . . , Cm be m linearly independent Hermitian matrices inMn.
Then, the following are equivalent:
(a) For every positive-definite matrix A ∈Mn, there exists an integer j with
1  j  m such that tr(CjA) /= 0.
(b) There exists a nonzero linear functional L on Rm such that L(y)  0 for all
y ∈ W(C1, . . . , Cm) and there exists a least one y ∈ W(C1, . . . , Cm) such that
L(y) > 0.
(c) There exist real numbers a1, . . . , am such that the matrix a1C1 + · · · + amCm is
nonzero and positive semidefinite.
The following related result can also be proved.
Theorem 2. Let C1, . . . , Cm be m linearly independent Hermitian matrices inMn.
Then, the following are equivalent:
(a) For every nonzero positive semidefinite matrix A ∈Mn, there exists an integer j
with 1  j  m such that tr(CjA) /= 0.
(b) There exists a nonzero linear functional L on Rm such that L(y) > 0 for all
y ∈ W(C1, . . . , Cm).
(c) There exist real numbers a1, . . . , am such that the matrix a1C1 + · · · + amCm is
positive-definite.
Let us now come back to our original problem. Suppose that  is some Hausdorff
topological space and consider the space C() consisting of all complex-valued con-
tinuous functions on . Let X be a finite-dimensional subspace of C(). We will
denote by XX the subspace of C() defined by
XX = span{f g¯, f, g ∈ X}.
Definition 2. Let L be a (complex) linear functional on XX. Then, L is called
positive on XX if L(|f |2)  0, for all f ∈ X.
If L is a given positive linear functional on XX, for some subspace X of C(),
one can consider the subspace of X, M , defined by
M = {f ∈ X, L(|f |2) = 0}.
If M is any subspace of X, the ideal generated by M in C() is defined as
I(M) = span{f1h1 + f2h2, f1, f2 ∈ M,h1, h2 ∈ X}.
It is clear that if M is defined via a positive linear functional as in (1), then I(M) is
contained in the kernel of L. Our main result is the following.
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Theorem 3. Let X be a subspace of C() and let M be a subspace of X. Then, the
following are equivalent:
(a) There exists a positive linear functional L on XX such that
M = {f ∈ X, L(|f |2) = 0}.
(b) For any finite collection g1, . . . , gn ∈ X such that g1 +M, . . . , gn +M are line-
arly independent in the quotient space X/M, and for any nonzero positive semi-




(c) For any finite collection g1, . . . , gn ∈ X such that g1 +M, . . . , gn +M are lin-
early independent in the quotient space X/M, we have
n∑
i=1
|gi |2 /∈ I(M).
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It has become increasingly evident in recent years that many Corona type prob-
lems can be solved or, perhaps, at least reformulated as operator theory problems
[B1,B2,B4]. We will give a few examples.
Consider a reproducing kernel Hilbert space on a set  ⊂ Cn, H(). Denote the
multiplier algebra of H() by M(H()). For {fj }∞j=1 ⊂M(H()) and z ∈ , let
F(z) = (f1(z), f2(z), . . .). MRF and MCF will denote pointwise multiplication by F
acting from
⊕∞
1 H() to H() and from H() to
⊕∞
1 H(), respectively.
By a “Corona Theorem” for M(H()), we mean the following:
Corona Theorem. Assume that /2  F(z)F (z)∗  1 for all z ∈  and ‖MCF ‖  1.
Then there exists a C/ <∞ and a G ∈M(H(),⊕∞1 H()) such that
(1) F(z)G(z) = 1 for all z ∈  and
(2) ‖MCG‖  C/ .
Note that for H() = H 2(D), Hardy space on the unit disk,
M(H()) =M(H 2(D)) = H∞(D).
In this case ‖MCF ‖= supz∈D F(z)F (z)∗. So “‖MCF ‖ 1” follows from F(z)F (z)∗
1 for all z ∈ D. Thus the above theorem is the Rosenblum–Tolokonnikov version of
Carleson’s Corona Theorem. See [B11].
To prove “Corona Theorem” it is necessary and sufficient to prove “Theorems” A
and B below.
Theorem A. Assume that /2  F(z)F (z)∗  1 for all z ∈  and ‖MCF ‖  1. Then




(1) F(z)uh(z) = 1 for all z ∈  and
(2) ‖uh‖2  C/‖h‖2.
[The conclusion of “Theorem A” can be reformulated as MRF (MRF )∗  (C/)−2I.]
Theorem B. Assume that δ2I  MRF (MRF )∗ and ‖MCF ‖  1. Then there exists a
Dδ <∞ and a G ∈M(H(),⊕∞1 H()) such that
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(1) MRFMCG = I and
(2) ‖MCG‖  Dδ .
Example 1. LetH() = H 2(D2), Hardy space on the bidisk. ThenM(H 2(D2)) =
H∞(D2). Also ‖MCF ‖ = ‖MRF ‖ = supz∈D2 F(z)F (z)∗.
Li [B9] and Lin [B10] independently established Theorem A for this case.
Although “Theorem B” has not been proven, in [B2,B4] “Theorem B” has been
shown to be equivalent to “Theorem B′”.
Theorem B′. Whenever MRF (MRF )∗  δ2I, there exists a Cδ > 0 so that MRF (MRF )∗
− C2δ I = A+ B, where A  0, B  0, A  MzAM∗z and B  MwBM∗w.
Example 2. H() = D2(D), Dirichlet space on D. Then Theorems A and B and
hence the Corona Theorem holds in this case, see [B12,B13]. To establish Theorem
A a key ingredient is a linear algebra result which explicitly gives the kernel of
an analytic matrix function as the range of another analytic matrix function. We
note that Theorem B holds for any reproducing kernel Hilbert space, H(), whose
reproducing kernel, kw, has “1-positive square”, i.e. 1kw(z) = 1 −
∑∞
n=1 an(z)an(w)
for an ∈M(H()). This is a property of Dirichlet space, see [B5].
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In max-plus algebra, the addition of scalars is replaced by the conventional maxi-
mum, and the multiplication of scalars is replaced by the conventional sum. Max-
plus algebras have a long history, with many results and applications developed by
several schools. The goal of this mini-symposium was to offer an overview of results,
current work, and open problems, with emphasis on linear algebraic aspects of the
field, without aiming at exhaustivity.
The mini-symposium consisted of five talks.
F. Roush gave the inaugural talk, consisting of a joint survey with K.H. Kim
on “Inclines and incline matrices” published in the present issue [C19]. In max-
plus algebra, a key feature is the idempotence of addition: a + a = a, which makes
it natural to study more general semirings with an idempotent addition (idempo-
tent semirings). Several axioms may be imposed on an idempotent semiring, and
in particular, two axioms lead to remarkable subtheories. Idempotent semifields are
defined by requiring that each nonzero element has a multiplicative inverse, whereas
the incline algebras (or semirings), which were considered here, are defined by the
requirement that a + ab = a + ba = a. This means, when the incline algebra has a
unit that all elements are smaller than the unit in the natural order. The presented
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survey gave a recent overview of the theory of incline algebras initially developed in
the book by Cao et al. [C7].
G. Cohen gave the second talk, entitled “Separation of Convex Sets in Max-Plus
Semimodules”, a synthesis of work with S. Gaubert and J.-P. Quadrat, published in
the present issue [C10], and of later results with the same authors and I. Singer [C11].
Semimodules can be defined over idempotent semirings in the same way as modules
over rings, and convex subsets of idempotent semimodules can be defined in the
same way as convex subsets of a real vector space. A general problem is to extend
known results for vector spaces, modules, or polyedra, to semimodules over max-
plus type semirings. In particular, a question which has been considered by several
authors is to characterize the set of linear forms on a semimodule, and to use linear
forms to obtain separation theorems. In [C10], a new separation theorem is given,
and it is used in [C11] to represent max-plus convex functions as suprema of “lines”.
P. Butkovicˇ gave the third talk, a survey entitled “Max-algebra: the linear algebra
of combinatorics”, now published as [C6]. P. Butkovicˇ presented several problems
and results in max-plus algebra (uniqueness and existence results for the solutions of
systems of linear equations, computing characteristic polynomials, etc.). His survey
revealed the connections of these algebraic problems with classical problems of com-
binatorics and combinatorial optimization, and particularly, the optimal assignment
problem.
C. Walsh gave the fourth talk, on “Denumerable max-plus spectral theory”, which
was joint work with M. Akian and S. Gaubert [C3,C4]. If the finite dimensional
max-plus spectral problem is now rather well understood, much less is known on
the spectral theory of noncompact max-plus linear operators, and in particular, of
“denumerable matrices” or max-plus linear operators acting on spaces of sequences.
General results of max-plus spectral theory over an infinite discrete state space can
be found in [C3]. In [C4], it is shown that the set of max-plus eigenvectors asso-
ciated to a given eigenvalue and satisfying an integrability condition can be repre-
sented in terms of extremal elements of a max-plus Martin space. This is analogous
to the Martin representation of harmonic vectors, appearing in probabilistic potential
theory.
S. Gaubert gave the last talk, on “Perturbation of eigenvalues and min-plus alge-
bra”, joint work with M. Akian and R.B. Bapat [C1], which has been developed in
[C2]. Matrices A/ depending on a small positive parameter /, with asymptotics of
the form (A/)ij  aij /Aij , with aij ∈ C and Aij ∈ R, are considered. The problem
is to determine first order asymptotics for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A/ .
The idea is that the conventional spectral theory of A/ is related to the max-plus
spectral theory of A. It is shown here that the dominant exponent of the eigenvalues
of A/ are related to generalized mean weights of circuits, called “critical values”,
associated to the graph ofA. Classical perturbation formulæ of Višik, Ljusternik, and
Lidski˘i are recovered as a special case of this result.
The reader looking for further information may consult the references lists of the
surveys of this mini-symposium. We add a few general references (books, collections
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of articles, surveys), which allow us to mention topics not covered in this mini-
symposium. An important motivation to study max-plus algebra is optimal control
and asymptotic analysis, which leads to the study of max-plus linear semigroups in
infinite dimension. This point of view, due to Maslov, was developed by an important
school, see [C22,C20]. Another motivation is discrete event systems: max-plus alge-
bra can be used to represent the dynamics of synchronization phenomena, and a lin-
ear system theory similar to the conventional one has been developed, see [C5,C9].
Ideas of max-plus linear systems theory have been used for instance in the com-
putation of worst case bounds for traffic over the internet [C8,C21]. There is an
important tradition of max-plus or “tropical” work in theoretical computer science,
including results on matrix semigroups, see [C23] for a survey. The theory of max-
plus linear maps can be put in the more classical perspective of order preserving or
nonexpansive maps on cones. Several current works adopt this point of view, see
[C18] for a survey. There are several books on max-plus related topics: besides the
already mentioned books, let us add [C12,C13,C16,C24], together with the collec-
tion of articles [C17]. Recent special issues on max-plus algebras are in [C14,C15].
To add the latest references, we must mention two recent workshops, for which pro-
ceedings are being prepared. G.L. Litvinov and V.P. Maslov organized an “Inter-
national Workshop on Idempotent Mathematics and Mathematical Physics”, at the
Erwin Schr´’odinger Institute, in Vienna, February 2003: this workshop included in
particular several talks on “tropical algebraic geometry”, a subject not mentioned
here but on which there is considerable current activity. P. Butkovicˇ organized an
“International Workshop on Max-Plus Algebras”, in honor of the 70th birthday of
Ray Cuninghame-Green, in Birmingham, July 2003.
Let us conclude with thanks. This mini-symposium was suggested and invited by
the organizing committee of ILAS 2002. We thank them, and also Guy Cohen and
Jean-Pierre Quadrat for their help.
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